
Jose Pascual Barcelo Barcelo 
 C/Ecuador,6, 03630 Sax (Spain) 

 +34 605374640     josepascualbarcelobarcelo@gmail.com    

Sax, 05 October 2016 

Dear Sir/Madam tour guides, 

I was very interested in the job. I am writing to apply for a job in the Space Tour. I love the space,every

night I go to see stars and the moon,it is very beautiful. My dream is go to space,in the space you can see

the stars very well and they're beautiful.

If I go to the tour,I will be the best tour guide. I am hard-working and a good communicator. I study a

degree of Tourism. I have a experiences of tours in my country and in a museum of Madrid.

I very much hope you select me as a tour guide. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours faithfully, 

Jose Pascual Barcelo Barcelo 
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